AUBURN UNIVERSITY
HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Fifty-Fifth Annual Hargreaves Awards Reception
April 9, 2015
Auburn and Mobile Campuses

PROGRAM
6 p.m.

Welcome        R. Lee Evans
                Dean, Harrison School of Pharmacy

Presiding      Paul W. Jungnickel
                Associate Dean for Academic and Student Affairs

Presentation of Awards
EXTERNALLY SPONSORED STUDENT AWARDS

AISHP HEALTH SYSTEM STUDENT AWARD
Sponsored by the Alabama Society of Health-System Pharmacists and presented to a graduate who is a member of ASHP and has a strong interest in health-system pharmacy practice.

Katie Bowerman

WALKER MEDAL AWARD
Presented by AmeriSource to the student in pharmacy who has shown the greatest proficiency and interest in pharmacology.

Kathryn Chappell

THE DR. BYRON B. WILLIAMS AWARD
Presented to graduate with most significant improvement from the first professional year to the fourth professional year. Sponsored by Commander and Mrs. Len Cochran.

Lauren Barron

CARDINAL LEADERSHIP AWARD
Presented to third-year student pharmacist who has a strong academic and leadership record and has expressed an interest in a health-system pharmacy career. Recipient will attend the Cardinal Health Student Leadership Conference in Houston, Texas.

Katie Weigartz

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE IN CLINICAL COMMUNICATION
Presented to a graduate in recognition of high academic achievement and outstanding clinical communication skills.

Sierra Schmidt
ELI LILLY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Presented to a graduating senior for a superior scholastic record, ethics, leadership, and professional achievement.

Erin McCreary

MCKESSON DRUG COMPANY AWARD
Presented to the President of the Academy of Students of Pharmacy for leadership in Association affairs.

Molly Bedsole

MERCK AWARD
Presented to students who have shown outstanding proficiency in medicinal chemistry.

Tabitha Bice
Joshua Davis
Mary Claire Estess
Keith Plovich

MYLAN EXCELLENCE IN PHARMACY AWARD
Presented to a student who has demonstrated high academic achievement and high professional motivation and who possesses a unique ability to communicate drug information.

June Twiggs

NATURAL MEDICINE GRADUATION AWARD
Presented to a graduating student who has exhibited interest and expertise related to natural medicines, including efforts to minimize adverse effects due to inappropriate use, and to encourage an evidence-based approach to natural medicines.

Victoria Edwards
RITE AID RETAIL MANAGEMENT AWARD
Presented to a graduate who is most likely to succeed as a manager of a retail pharmacy.

*Greg Massey*

TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
Presented to a student who excels in the study of pharmacy.

*Natalie Gist*

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE EXCELLENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH PHARMACY PRACTICE AWARD
Presented to a pharmacy student that demonstrates development and implementation of programs that advance the overachieving goals and achieve the objectives of “Healthy People 2020.”

*Veronica Mote*

WALGREENS INNOVATIVE COMMUNITY PRACTICE AWARD
Presented to a graduating student who strives to implement disease state management programs in a community practice.

*Lindsay Leon*
HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY OUTREACH AWARDS

PRECEPTOR OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Auburn/Montgomery (Faculty): Dr. Kelly Hester
Auburn/Montgomery (Affiliate): Dr. Kim Graham
Birmingham/Tuscaloosa (Faculty): Dr. Kristi Kelley
Birmingham/Tuscaloosa (Affiliate): Dr. Jeannie Grubbs
Columbus (Faculty): Dr. Lori Hornsby
Columbus (Affiliate): Dr. Josh Chestnutt
Huntsville (Faculty): Dr. Kurt Wargo
Huntsville (Affiliate): Dr. Jerry Robinson
Mobile/Pensacola (Faculty): Dr. Bobby Helmer
Mobile/Pensacola (Affiliate): Dr. Emily Kelley
Rural (Affiliate): Dr. Daniel Baker

PRECEPTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
Presented to an affiliate faculty member for exemplary guidance of Pharmacy School externs.

Dr. Deanne Tabb

RHO CHI ALUMNI AWARD
Presented to a distinguished member of the HSOP Alumni who was inducted into the Rho Chi Chapter as an HSOP student.

J. Eric Morgan, Pharm.D.

FRIEND OF PHARMACY AWARD
Presented to an individual or agency outside of the Harrison School of Pharmacy in recognition of outstanding collaboration or service to the school.

Neal Morrison
HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY GRADUATE AWARDS

DEAN’S GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL AWARD
Award is given to support graduate student travel to present research at conferences.

Department of Drug Discovery and Development:
Andrew Brannen
Subhrajit Bhattacharya
Dwipayan Bhattacharya
Li Chen
Phillip Lee
Haley Porter
Jenna Bloemer

Department of Health Outcomes Research and Policy:
Gladys Ekong
Benjamin Teeter
Saranrat Wittayanukorn
Kalayani Sonowant

OUTSTANDING INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD
Presented to one outstanding international graduate student in each department.

Department of Drug Discovery and Development:
Jiansheng Huang

Department of Health Outcomes Research and Policy:
Sara Wittayanukorn

Professional PharmD Program:
Mi-young Kim
MERRIWETHER FELLOWSHIP AWARD
Given to recognize and support academic excellence. Selection is based on professional promise.

Department of Drug Discovery and Development:
Subhrajit Bhattacharya

Department of Health Outcomes Research and Policy
Gladys Ekong

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD
Presented to one outstanding graduate student in each department.

Department of Drug Discovery and Development:
Richard Davis

Department of Health Outcomes Research and Policy:
Thanasak Lertpichikul
Benjamin Teeter

HSOP RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM AWARDS
Best Poster Award:
Presented to the student(s) with the best poster presentation based on originality, significance, evidence of learning, information and overall quality.

Katelyn Parrish
Saranrat Wittayanukorn
Richard Davis

People's Choice Award:
Presented to the overall winning poster presentation determined by student vote.

Jeanna Bloemer
Faculty members receiving this award have received an extramurally funded grant or contract with a minimum of $100,000 in total costs. Faculty members, who are being recognized this year, received their funding during fiscal year 2014.

**Department of Justice:**

*Dr. Randall Clark*

*Dr. Jack DeRuiter*

**Federal Drug Administration:**

*Dr. Richard Hansen*

*Dr. Jingjing Qian*
AUSSHP STUDENT SERVICE AWARD
Acknowledging a member who provides consistent service to AUSSHP.

Emily Brocato

AMERICAN PHARMACISTS ASSOCIATION RECOGNITION CERTIFICATE
Presented to a student who has contributed significant service and leadership to the Student Alabama-American Pharmacists Association.

Aimee Patterson

ASHP PHARMACY STUDENT FORUM CLINICAL SKILLS COMPETITION
The winning team represented Auburn University Harrison School of Pharmacy at December’s ASHP National Clinical Skills Competition.

Courtney Baker
Katherine Fuller

APHA-ASP PATIENT COUNSELING COMPETITION CHAPTER WINNER
Given to the winner of Auburn’s Patient Counseling Competition, who represented Auburn at the national level during the APhA annual meeting.

Molly Bedsole

CHRISTIAN PHARMACISTS FELLOWSHIP INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP AWARD
Awarded to a member for dedication in helping lead others to worship and praise our Lord Jesus Christ within HSOP and the surrounding community.

Mary Joyce Wingler
COMMITTEE OF 19 OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to a member who performed outstanding service and exemplified tremendous dedication toward the War on Hunger.

*Auburn: Cassidy Moses
Mobile: Amber Smith*

KAPPA PSI PHARMACY LEADERSHIP AWARD
Presented to a student in pharmacy that possesses leadership qualities recognized by the fraternity.

*Jeremy Osborn*

NCPA STUDENT OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Presented to an NCPA member for outstanding contribution to the chapter.

*Auburn: Lauren Smith
Mobile: Nicholas Childers*

PHI DELTA CHI LEADERSHIP AWARD
Awarded by Phi Delta Chi to the graduating brother best demonstrating those characteristics required for professional practice: character, leadership and scholarship.

*Auburn: Mishawna Carlisle
Mobile: Ann Nodhurft*

PHI LAMBDA SIGMA P1 LEADERSHIP AWARD
Presented to a first year student in pharmacy who has exemplified leadership.

*Paul Paratore*
2014-2015 HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
STUDENT PHARMACISTS AWARDS

PHI LAMBDA SIGMA GRADUATE AWARD
Presented to the student in the senior year of the professional curriculum who has shown outstanding leadership ability.

Erin McCreary

RHO CHI AWARD
Presented to a student for excellence in scholarship during pre-pharmacy studies with all course work taken at Auburn University.

Jasleen Bolina

PHARMACY STUDENT COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Awarded to the fraternal pharmacy group with the highest grade point average.

Phi Delta Chi

PHARMACY STUDENT COUNCIL LEADERSHIP AWARD
Presented to a member of the Pharmacy Student Council (except the officers) for outstanding leadership contributions to the Council.

Auburn: Jamie Lawson
Mobile: Frances Hoffman

SGA OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD
Presented to a pharmacy student who has demonstrated leadership and scholastic excellence.

Amanda McKinney
2014-2015 HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
STUDENT PHARMACISTS AWARDS

PHARMACY STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS RECOGNITION
Presented to the outgoing officers of the Pharmacy Student Council.

President: Elise Aucoin
Vice President Auburn: Tyler Dalton
Vice President Mobile: Sheena Hayes
Secretary: Ashleigh Lancaster
Treasurer: Leborah Smith
SGA Representative: Joe Cotton

ACCP CLINICAL PHARMACY CHALLENGE TEAM
Presented to the members of Auburn University Harrison School of Pharmacy 2014 Clinical Pharmacy Challenge Team who represented Auburn University in the national competition.

P4: Natalie Gist
P4: Frances Johnson
P4: Amanda Kremer

STUDENT NATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION SERVICE AWARD
Presented to a member for their consistency to the service and leadership of the Student National Pharmaceutical Association in the under-served community.

Auburn: Cody Paulk
Mobile: Nathan Browning

AUBURN PHARMACY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD
Presented to a child or grandchild of an HSOP alum that is in good academic standing and reflects the school’s code of Ethical and Professional Conduct.

Carolyn Wood
AUBURN UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Presented to an outstanding graduate excelling in leadership, character and academic achievement.

Megan Zeek

EXCELLENCE IN HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Presented to a student who will succeed in hospital pharmacy.

Bradley Yelvington

COMMUNITY-BASED PATIENT CARE AND PROFESSIONALISM AWARD
Presented to students for their outstanding work in the Pharmacy Practice Experience course.

P1: Emily Arzonico  
P1: Paul Paratore  
P2: Anna Plotkina  
P2: Megan Silvey  
P3: Leborah Smith  
P3: Ashlee Walters  
P3: Katie Weigartz

MILESTONE OSCEr AWARD
Presented to the student who achieves the highest score in his or her class on the Annual Milestone Assessment. The award winners listed below are for the academic year 2012-13.

P2: Sarah Sanders  
P3: Victoria Buckner
HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY SPONSORED STUDENT AWARDS

PHARMACY PRACTICE EXPERIENCE QUANTIFI INTERVENTION AWARD
Presented to third year professional students on the PPE team with the most documented Quantifi interventions over the previous calendar year:

Casey Dalton
Amanda McKinney
Ashlee Walters
Molly Johnson

PROFESSIONALISM AWARD
Awarded to one student in each of the four years of pharmacy school who exemplifies the HSOP Tenets of Professionalism – responsibility, honesty and integrity, commitment to excellence, respect for others, and professional stewardship.

P1: Anthony Todd
P2: Regan Wade
P3: Katherine Fuller
P4: Katelyn Parrish
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD
Presented to a faculty member for excellence in teaching as documented in a portfolio and peer reviewed by a committee of HSOP faculty members.

Dr. Miranda Andrus

EXCELLENCE IN OUTREACH AWARD
Presented to a faculty member for excellence in outreach as documented in a portfolio and peer reviewed by a committee of HSOP faculty members.

Dr. Salisa Westrick

OUTSTANDING RESIDENT TEACHER AWARD
Presented to the pharmacy practice resident who has made the greatest contribution in the teaching of students during the past academic year.

Dr. Amanda Ouzts

SGA OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD
Presented to an outstanding teacher of the Harrison School of Pharmacy as selected by the Pharmacy Student Council.

Dr. Susie Thomas

OUTSTANDING STAFF MEMBER AWARD
Presented to a Harrison School of Pharmacy staff member who has a notable record of outstanding work.

Chris Smith
HARRISON SCHOOL OF PHARMACY FACULTY AND STAFF AWARDS

PHARMACY STUDENT COUNCIL STUDENT ADVOCATE AWARD
Presented to a faculty member or staff member for commendable service in acting as an advocate for students.

Auburn: Paul Jungnickel
Mobile: Nicole Slater

WOW AWARD
The award is given to a faculty or staff member who overtly demonstrates a way of being that: supports their colleagues in all aspects of their work life; takes a personal interest in their co-workers; is helpful in accomplishing their work; and promotes the well-being of the organization.

Don Davino

HARGREAVES FACULTY MENTOR AWARD

Dr. Nicole Slater